
Writing strategies - help writers
become more powerful. They’ll
learn these strategies during
Writing Workshop. 
 
Mentor texts - writers study model
texts, which are usually by
published writers, to learn more
about the art of writing.
 
Checklists - our school uses writing
checklists from the Teachers
College Reading and Writing
Project. These checklists support
children in understanding
expectations and setting personal
goals. 
 
Charts and mini-charts - teachers
create a record of what they’ve
taught, on large posters called
charts or in mini-charts. These tools
remind children of what they’ve
learned. 
 
Spelling and word charts -
children often have personal or
class lists of words they are working
to spell accurately.
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A Parent's Guide to

 Writing WorkshopHOW TO HELP YOUR

CHILD AT HOME
When you ask children about what they’re
writing, that’s an opportunity for children
to rehearse. Say, “tell me that story,” and
“How will that essay go, what are your
main points?” 

Children learn to love rehearsing their
writing. Being a rehearsal partner can be
a significant role for parents. 

Children will be editing their writing in
school, using the grammar and spelling
skills they’re learning, that match their
age. If children feel like their writing will
be critiqued, they often stop wanting to
share it with families. 

Make a big deal of published pieces.  Copy
them, put them up, send them to  family.
Getting compliments from an  audience
they love helps writers want to  keep
writing. 

Look for more opportunities for children
to write. It might be a writing camp in the
summer, or it might be you saying, “we
should make a book about that!”
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COMPONENTS OF WRITING WORKSHOPWhat is Writing Workshop?
Welcome to Writing
Workshop! Writing Workshop
is an approach to the teaching
of writing that lives in
graduate school writing
programs, in college writing
classes, and in your child’s
classroom. The aim of Writing
Workshop is to help children
become powerful, passionate,
and independent writers.
 
Your children start off the
year writing stories. We
usually teach them to start
with small, true stories from
their lives. This is a great way
for new communities of
teachers and children to get
to know one another. Your
child works hard at generating
many personal stories. Some
of these stories will become
published pieces.

Minilesson
In Writing Workshop, class
begins with a minilesson, in
which the teacher
demonstrates a writing
strategy that will help
children become more
powerful writers.

Independent Writing
Children go off to work on
their writing. Very young
writers will write one or two
pieces during a single
workshop. Older writers will
work on a piece over
several days or a week. While
the children write the teacher
works with small groups or
confers with individual
writers.

For more information on the 
Units of Study please visit:

www.readingandwritingproject.org

Writing Process
Your child will write stories, essays,
articles, books, and poetry in the
writing workshop. They’ll learn about
something called writing process. All
professional writers follow a writing
process. In writing process, writers
collect ideas, they draft, they revise,
and they publish. Sometimes they
move through this process quickly,
and sometimes they take more time
for parts of the process.

Why Workshop?
Engages students with
authentic writing experiences
Student-centered approach;
allows for 40-50 minutes of
ACTIVE writing daily
Teachers model the work of
strategic writers
Students have choice and
therefore are more engaged
Allows for one-on-one and
small group time with
teachers


